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the formula is simple: america's old, india's new. the men are often american. the women are often indian. american horror, indian horror. and the fear is that india's filmmakers - unable to emulate hollywood's monsters - are failing. there is the excitement, the glamour, the investment, the actors, but there is also the question whether there is a sense of
anxiety. the audience that craves the hollywood and the bollywood of old - angry families, impoverished children - may not be willing to pay for the new.there is the lack of realism, the lack of historical knowledge, the lack of clairvoyance, the lack of vision, the lack of tone and violence.the bollywood of 1992 was more melodramatic and its raison d'etre

was to influence an audience for whom film had come a long way. the bollywood of 1993 was quite different - quieter, subdued, a little brainless. the stars of 1992 were patriotic, but in 1993, the stars were no longer heroes.there was a sense of the world ending and the decanting into the emergent india of a new, free, and liberal society. another formula:
post-independence, pre-liberation and pre-achievement. but the world today is not the world of old. we are in the midst of a recession; the market is saturated, the students are restless, the rich are poorer, and government spending has gone up.the pursuit of equality versus inequality and the need for progress in 'thinking globally' versus preserving

'value' and 'culture' in the sacred indian ethos are the two poles of the new india. one which resembles the old india. the other which resembles a victorian morality of old.
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it's a fundamental shift in the politics of perception. it may not win the numbers game, but it is still a potent narrative. some way or another, all of this is going to make a major difference, even if not directly. bollywood has a lot to say about nationalism. anupam kher sums it up neatly
in a scene from his latest film, phantom. a saffron robed fanatic stands before a laptop where ramdev is broadcasting live, gives a speech and says, "i don't want to hear any blathering from this side. i will handle this." ramdev's brief tale, and bollywood's response to him, is just the tip
of the iceberg. whether it's terrorism or nuclear weapons, not to mention jnu and the murder of rohith vemula, the country faces a scenario in which emotions trump facts. in the film industry, it is sometimes hard to tell the difference. "i don't have the option to be an authoritarian, nor

will the audience allow it. we are all part of the country. we want to make it strong and work together. we want to remove our fear," says a popular actor in our group. pukar (2000) description: major jaidev rajvansh (anil kapoor) and his fellow officer hussein (om puri) manage to
rescue a leading politician as well as capture his kidnapper, abhrush (danny denzongpa). the terrorist has been wanted for years and he is finally captured by the two officers. jai returns to a joyous welcome, and is declared a national hero. he takes a break from the army and returns
to his hometown. there he meets his childhood friend anjali (madhuri dixit) who has always harboured love for jai. anjali is determined to make sure she and jai stay together 24/7. at a party, he meets miss india, pooja mallapa (namrata shirodkar). as they spend more time together,

he begins to love her and she too begins to love him. in the mean time, jai's parents are arranging his marriage to anjali but when they find out about jai's love for pooja, they realise that they have to tell anjali everything. 5ec8ef588b
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